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About This Game

Playing "Sky Flight" you will be incarnated in a bird that will face different aerial tours. If you like flight simulators, if you like
arcade games with retro graphics, if you want to have a good time in a relaxed way or even if your dream is to fly like birds do

"Sky Flight" is a perfect game for you.

In this game you control a bird that will fly through a desert, with a day-night cycle, giving more dynamism to the game.
Along the desert will be a route full of rings that you will have to go through inside.

You are allowed very few failures, therefore, be careful to pass or you will lose the game. The difficulty of the game increases
as time passes, because the speed is much greater, and the maneuvers are very difficult, making the player need some skill and

good reflexes.
In addition, the journey is infinite, therefore you will always try to overcome yourself, trying to beat your own best scores.

How to play:

-WASD or Arrow Keys to move the bird up, left, down and right.

-Mouse to navigate through menu and settings.
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Very good game. I'd consider it an FPS classic. Good buy.. this is an good game, with good graphics!
the bad reviews are no reviews!! this game is not finisch, but give the developers a change to make
this good game an finisch good game!!
i like racing games! and this game can if it is finisch an very good racing game!!. After last update game can no longer be
launched. Even after I completely uninstalled and reinstalled it...... Am I the only one to have this problem?
. Have you ever wondered what it feels like to be a gladiator in ancient Rome? Trapped underneath an arena as a slave in a
catacomb, like prison of cold stone with dim light, while you hear the crowd shouting constantly at someone being slaughtered
above? Soon YOU will be measured too! The fear starts creeping up on you. You take a sword and shield - then on wobbling
knees you climb the stairs to the gate. The shouts are much louder now. You see two sword men fighting and the frenetic crowd.
One will die. The winner has to contest you. Hits, cuts, blood ... eventually one falls dead. And then the gate opens for your
entrance. The sun is blinding, the shouts are deafening. Time to fight … for your life! If you are good enough, you will entertain
the crowd and they will love your for that ... if not you join the countless unnamed people history has forgotten long ago.

The game is not finished but on route and has already a lot to offer (got it during steam sale - fair deal for what's there already).

It’s a mixture of history reenactment and a sports/combat game. The fighting feels intense and not clunky. Of course you can
swirl around your sword wildly inside your opponent but you will have much more from fighting intelligently and tactically - if
you do not watch out it can be over quickly. There are wild animals and fantasy creatures as well.

Be WARNED, you really need a big play area (room SCALE!) and best, protected controllers (silicon covers) because
eventually you will hit a wall or something more valuable. Only when you are experienced with VR and its real life boundaries
should you play it ... to avoid damaging your controllers. What you get in return are intense physical fights and something you
only know from history books and movies (Gladiator).

Pros:
+ intense sword fights against men, animals, and fantasy creatures
+ many different weapons
+ intimidating and later hero like atmosphere
+ you get an idea what it felt like back then 
+ devs constantly improving and developing
+ ingame money and weapon shopping system

Cons:
- not finished/ completed yet (more to come)
- no real story yet

. kinda garbage.... The game is so filled with bugs for coop (which is the reason why I bought it) that I have to drop it almost
instantly.
First, horizontal axis for second player controller is reversed (yeah, left will go right), you have to hack around it, but it's
horrible. Second, when you click to change your spaceship shield from blue to red, it changes also the one of your partner,
making it unusable, because after one of you dies, it "desync" (one is red, the other is blue, so you are always the opposite of
your friend). This is an over-all great game, but I can't just leave it at that.
I think it's great because the hunting mechanics are good, it's fun to try and make another cat from your colony love you, (I
would know, I'm with Lyrus :3), the cats have different personalities, the many kinds of tokens used for different shops, such
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the festival shop, the moles, and the task board. I could go on and on about all those, but the thing I love the most is the many
customization options. There's so many coats, accessories, and pets you can buy, it's so hard to decide what coat\/accessory I
want from one of the shops!
All in all, Cattails is one of my favorite games to play on steam. I definitely recommend trying it out!. I have to say I liked this
game better than Wash-Olof.
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New Space Game. I love it.
I am spending over 42 hours and truly finding it fun. Perfect balance of fun-fight-challenge... This game has enormous
potential. And i really mean enormous.
The 2 or 3 campaigns have been exciting and I am craving for more.
Its been developed very slowly and its still beta, so do not come in expecting perfect or no-bug game-play.. Absolutely
♥♥♥♥ing mental. I use my kitchen for my rift area since it's pretty big, so i'm able to run around a bit and jump dodge, slide
around etc. Always loved anything that involves swords and although this game has its flaws I'd say the pros far outweight the
cons. You'll need a lot of stamina and a cooling system in your home to play this for an extended amount of time, however. I
literally sweat buckets after a couple survival modes getting to around 45 enemies killed in each.

WAB!. First I will say this is clearly an early access game and in a few areas it shows. It is fully playable with no fatal crashes I
have ever found. I have played solo and with a friend. Server connection works great and after a bit of trial and error we figured
out what to do. The "no tutorial" complaints are valid as most of my time was spent figuring out what to do or how to do it,
however I think its more meant to be a tutorial through talking with people in the old city.
The comparison between this game and Minecraft is honestly silly for anyone who has even launched the game. The textures are
more compared with Ashen's art style, but characters have faces.
The comparison with Skyrim is a bit more valid, crafting feels similar in a way with the equipment leveling going from leather
to steel to the next tier.
I can not say I can compare this game fully with anything else though. Closest I have ever played is Planet Explorers, but that is
a stretch.
Pros-
Amazing artistic graphics
Open world with no loading screens after the first startup
Fun to just wander and let your mind free. You can easily say "I want to go here" and nothing is stopping you
Awesome feeling of swinging a sword or mining, everything feels like it flows very well.
Large world with beautiful design. Its fun to crest a hill and see what looks like a Japanese anime scene on the other side
Great combination between relaxing and stressful when your wandering and get attacked by a massive spider or Night Hunters.
Villages are amazingly well designed with dynamic building and upgrading
Characters feel like they are slowly coming alive, as in they are not finished being animated, but I can tell they are working on
it.

Cons-
Bugs are present, but nothing game breaking. Mostly just things not working correctly such as villagers not returning goods.
In a small way linear building pattern. Its a "Build this to build the next thing" in village and construction.
Not a lot of customization options, nothing setting one person apart from another I.E. not many different weapons or armor.
Villages could use a bit more functionality, but they work very well for where they stand now
No easy way to get HP back other than empty your gold. I really enjoyed the game, and very reminscent of 90's RPG's, which I
loved. It was very straightforward, overall easy to figure out controls, etc, and what puzzles were included weren't overly
complex. Challenging but not frustrating. Even if you missed some weapons, armor or magic, winning battles and the end bosses
was still possible. The few drawbacks in my opinion was that it was a bit heavy on the "gay" jokes at one point, there were
regular but minor spelling errors throughout, and there weren't changes in visiting locations or dialogue after a major event that
was supposed to prompt them.

Things I'd like to see added: 1) an accessible world map would have been great in going back to get special armor/weapons, etc.
2) Easier changing/selecting of gear/magic out of battle, 3) Ability to swap characters and gear/weapons/magic in battle.

The biggest problem I had was that after finishing the end battle, there wasn't an option to save that I saw. The game just
restarted itself back on the game menu screen. I left a dialogue open with Argus and Eris, stepped away for a couple of minutes
to check dinner and returned to the menu screen, with it asking me if I wanted to continue. When I clicked continue, it took me
back to pre end-battle, which I would have to do all over again to learn the final scenes of the game. So, I won't go back to do
that just for end dialogue and credits. That was a real shame.. VERY solid TD game.. Have been waiting for this game a long
time, and I must say that it's fairly decent. The characters are pretty neat, the music and artwork are both quite beautiful, and the
story is awesome!

( More coming shortly, had to write something for the steam reward ). \u5275\u610f\u7a81\u7834100\u5206. I'm not that far
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into the game (Lvl 6) and I'm liking it. You get burst turret and a Tesla turret to begin with. The easy mode is good and fun.
Medium is still to hard for me. I bought my son the game as well and he likes it. I don't mind grinding a little and getting random
loot. I'll updata again as time goes on. No crashes so far.

Update 4-17-18 Level 12 still no crashes so far
30 chests
16 cosmetic
4 knives
4 guns
1 trap
1 med kit
1 barricade upgrade
1 new barricade
2 specials ( Ammo station / Med station )

NO new turrets in 30 chests...pretty unlucky or drops really do suck. Wish they dropped coins to buy what I want.. I have only
played through the introduction but I'm already in love. Captivating art, naturally flowing narration and intriguing story.
Wonderful experience. As the game says about itself - it's a lot like reading a book.
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